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Christianity and the Disciplines 2012-11-02 this volume will show how various intellectual disciplines most found within the modern

university can learn from theology and philosophy in primarily methodological and substantitive terms it will explore the possible ways in

which current presuppositions and practices of the displine might be challenged it will also indicate the possibilities of both a christian

culture in relation to that discipline or the way in which that discipline might look within a real or theoretical christian university

A Theology for the Church 2014-06-01 the revised edition of a theology for the church retains its original structure organized under these

traditional theological categories revelation god humanity christ the holy spirit salvation the church and last things each chapter within these

sections contains answers to the following four questions what does the bible say what has the church believed how does it all fit together

how does this doctrine impact the church today contributions from leading baptist thinkers r albert mohler jr paige patterson and mark dever

among others will also appeal to the broader evangelical community included in this revision are new chapters on theological method from a

missional perspective bruce ashford and keith whitfield and theology of creation providence and sabbath that engages current research in

science and philosophy chad owen brand chapters on special revelation david dockery and human nature john hammett have also been

updated

Christian Theology 2001-12-21 a major teaching breakthrough christian theology a case method approach bridges the gap between the

theological reflection and human experience and encourages fruitful dialogue between divergent interpretations organized around central

motifs in the apostles creed nine actual cases on contemporary themes have been prepared by experienced case writers these cases

represent a variety of issues which call for a response hunger and faith language and commitment doubt and death the goal of each is to

relate christian theology to a real life situation but how reach this goal this is the core question and it provides the still point around which

the discussions revolve a total of thirty four Òtheological briefsÓ by representatives of major traditions and perspectives reflect on the cases

involved and the issues to be resolved
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God, Mystery, Diversity 1996-01-01 in this frank and stimulating book senior theologian kaufman lays out in brief compass his historicist

approach to christian theology and central christian mysteries especially as they impinge on today s radically pluralistic religious and cultural

scene and the moral challenges presented globally by it

Theology in the Public Square 2008-04-15 this imaginative study rethinks the nature of theology and its role in universities the author

sketches out a fascinating project using examples from us and uk institutions whereby theology becomes a transformative force within

universities imagines what a christian university in which all disciplines have been theologized would look like feeds into discussions about

the religious identity of denominationally linked colleges and universities forms part of a wider attempt to imagine a vital public role for

theology that enables it to serve both the church and the wider community

Theology from the Great Tradition 2018-02-22 this textbook provides complete and comprehensive coverage of the theological tradition of

aquinas maximus luther irenaeus lonergan von balthasar schmemann meyendorf and barth each section of this textbook explores a wide

variety of questions who are we is there a god and if so what is his nature who is jesus what does it mean that we live both in sin and

righteousness it consists of 15 modules that are comprised of 46 chapters each module has two parts there are systematic chapters that

discuss and explain each module s topic and the final chapter of each module examines 4 to 6 primary sources that are important for each

topic this textbook includes an extensive range of pedagogical features sample tests in which each objective question has been quality

tested by classroom use with a discrimination index a discussion guide for each chapter learning objectives linked to each chapter the text

includes bold faced terms boxed text sections that identify central figures and points of debate study question chapter summaries glossary

Introduction to Theology 1998 a selection of readings from the bible and church tradition for use in the initial undergraduate course dept of

theology marquette university

Lectures in Systematic Theology 1979 oxford berlin and chicago were extraordinarily dynamic centres of theology during the nineteenth and
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early twentieth centuries however significant differences in the political climate and culture of each location bred strikingly divergent

theological approaches in the universities of each city mark chapman offers a highly original exploration of the subjection of their theologies

to the changes and developments of educational policy and national and international politics shedding light upon the constraints that such

external factors have imposed upon the evolution of the discipline chapman highlights the efforts of theologians and churchmen to relate the

true core of christianity a lived religion free of shibboleths to their rapidly changing world the opinions of conservative and liberal theologians

are skilfully balanced to reveal the problems of critical history of political authority of increasing global awareness and of the need for social

amelioration which profoundly shaped the ways in which theology was conceived during the period new ground has been broken in this

inter disciplinary study of the social political and ecclesiastical contexts of western theology this book will be invaluable to any reader

interested in the use of theology as part of the wider quest for social integration and meaning in an increasingly fragmented society

Theology and Society in Three Cities 2014-10-30 the purpose of this volume is to offer an authoritative overview of the positive relationship

between faith and reason the latter understood as different mode of philosophy it will also show that despite important variations and

differences the manner in which christan faith is able to interact with other intellectual disciplines is grounded in theology and is required by

theology finally it will ground the overall project of religion and the university firmly in different ecclesial communities within the christian

family and differing theological philosophical orientations that might be trans denominational

Theology and Philosophy 2012-01-26 rees provides a theological analysis of doubts as a constructive element within the christian experience

of faith he considers three theological frameworks each of which offers an interpretation of doubt and two life story theologies that deal with

faith and doubt

Wrestling with Doubt 2001 the doctrine of the incarnation lies at the heart of christianity but the idea that god was in christ has become a

much debated topic in modern theology oliver crisp addresses six key issues in the incarnation defending a robust version of the doctrine in
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keeping with classical christology he explores perichoresis or interpenetration with reference to both the incarnation and trinity over two

chapters crisp deals with the human nature of christ and then provides an argument against the view common amongst some contemporary

theologians that christ had a fallen human nature he considers the notion of divine kenosis or self emptying and discusses non incarnational

christology focusing on the work of john hick this view denies christ is god incarnate regarding him as primarily a moral exemplar to be

imitated crisp rejects this alternative account of the nature of christology

Divinity and Humanity 2007-02-15 why has the reality of other religions become a big problem for christianity in the past christianity has

been able to largely ignore other religions but in recent decades not just the reality but the vitality of other religions has become a challenge

this accessible book tackles a number of questions arising from these changes is belonging to one religion rather than another merely a

matter of cultural preference is salvation the same among all religions and what can be learned from other religions considering wider

issues of how modernity has defined religion gavin d costa provides a substantial critique of secular ways of controlling religions and shows

how christianity is very well suited to deal with religious plurality at the doctrinal and social level the book makes a decisive contribution to

debates about the clash between islam and the west arguing that the major threat to religious freedoms come from secularism and that

islam and christianity both have the resources to develop a vibrant and pluralist public square informed by intellectual debate by engaging

with the core questions and suggesting a pathway through the various answers that have been proposed in recent years this is an ideal

introduction to the field and one which will help stimulate ideas and discussions

Christianity and World Religions 2009-03-09 this book is the fruit of a close collaboration between three leading scholars with a background

in systematics philosophical theology and ethics it sets out a new account of how incarnation is mediated in the world of space and time

leading to a new orientation of theology within the world the doctrinal from above and philosophical from below sections lead to a new

exposition of christian life in confrontation with deepseated problems of ethics and justice the three pieces closely interweave with each
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other in the elaboration of a new kind of practical doctrinal theology of full philosophical integrity

Christian Uniqueness Reconsidered 1990 frank macchia builds a comprehensive pneumatological foundation for theological renewal in the

twenty first century interacting with many of the key theologians of the twentieth century and showing how contemporary trends in

pentecostal and charismatic thinking can aid the cause of ecumenism and global christianity

Transformation Theology 2007 though they are intimately related most textbooks cover either religious studies or theology leaving students

lacking in exposure to one or the other of these associated disciplines religious studies and theology an introduction offers a comprehensive

introduction to both subjects in one inclusive volume the text is written in an accessible style and is meant for beginning students and all

those interested in learning about these fields it is divided into six sections including theories of religion world religions biblical studies

practical theology systematic theology and the philosophy of religion the volume also contains a guide for further reading as well as boxes

to explain key terms offering thorough and cutting edge coverage of all aspects of these fields it is the only introduction to the whole of

religious studies and theology in a single volume format contributors douglas j davies seth d kunin hugh goddard martin a mills matthew

wood f michael perko paul ellingworth ken aitken helen k bond john swinton henry r sefton francesca aran murphy and derek cross

Baptized in the Spirit 2006 in order to adequately address the issues of atonement and christology we must understand how it is that we

think about the relationship between god and the human being the way in which we understand and interpret the life and death of jesus and

his role within that relationship then impacts our theology of the sacraments particularly the eucharist further the questions continue to

confront and be confronted by my inescapable identity as a lutheran christian i use the term inescapable because i find myself working from

and with theologies and theologians that are unabashedly critical of patriarchal religious doctrine and paternal theological construction yet i

cannot be convinced that the tradition which formed me is irretrievable or irrelevant i am seeking to use luther as one of my sources but i

am working to reinterpret him and offer a more adequate constructive alternative that embodies what is useable in his tradition i find the
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potential for a liberating message within christian theology and i find a critical theological resource in luther from the introduction

Religious Studies and Theology 2003-05-01 this systematic theology textbook introduces students to the complexity and beauty of theology

as a pursuit of the global church today it views theology as an ongoing conversation with many voices about the wonders of god that is

faithful to scripture but is also attentive to the wisdom of tradition and the relevance of context the book first summarizes the nature and

necessity of theological thinking and discusses theological method chapters then unfold in creedal order through the various regions of

christian teaching with units on revelation god creation and providence christology pneumatology ecclesiology anthropology soteriology and

eschatology this book is part of a new series that reflects the changing face of global christianity series volumes are written by leading

pentecostal charismatic scholars who highlight themes of interest to pentecostal charismatic students however the books are respectful

appreciative and inclusive of a variety of church families and traditions series editors are jerry ireland paul w lewis and frank d macchia

Coram Deo 2006-07-01 this is the first comprehensive monograph on the theology of abū l qāsim al kaʿbī al balkhī d 319 931 a leading

muʿtazilī who flourished at the end of the baghdādī school and at the beginning of the scholastic phase of muʿtazilī history

Introduction to Theology 2023-06-20 through these essays brueggemann addresses the necessity for thinking about the shape and

structure of old testament theology and the impact such thinking can have on the large issues of contemporary life the old testament is

seen to be something that has intelligible and significant connections to all sorts of things in this world patrick d miller jr

The Theology of Abū l-Qāsim al-Balkhī/al-Kaʿbī (d. 319/931) 2016-04-08 larry hart s truth aflame brings together charismatic renewal

and classic evangelical faith better than anything i have read an important contribution to the contemporary renaissance in systematic

theology timothy george dean of beeson divinity school of samford university executive editor of christianity today as the pentecostal

charismatic movement continues to grow so does the need for solid theological resources for its members while there are many volumes of

systematic theology available very few are written from a distinctly charismatic perspective truth aflame seeks to meet that need while
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academically sound truth aflame is written with a practical pastoral flavor larry hart defines systematic theology as the process of taking

what the bible teaches and relating it to contemporary questions and knowledge his passion for the subject is evident he is concerned that

the reader both grasps the magnificence of the study of god and allows these great truths to be transformative this truth then liberating

enlivening and transforming truth becomes central to the ongoing renewal of the church that we are seeing in our day dr hart treats each of

the traditional categories revelation god creation humanity sin christ salvation the church and last things from a pentecostal charismatic

perspective he addresses other theological viewpoints but does not get bogged down in analysis and rebuttal further he seeks to build

bridges of understanding to those evangelicals outside the charismatic tradition clear succinct and readable this revised and updated edition

of truth aflame is well suited not only for students but for anyone desiring a greater understanding of pentecostal charismatic theology

The Theology of Dietrich Bonhoeffer 1960 we don t need books about teaching so much as books that teach considering jesus himself

taught in a variety of ways parable discussion miracle performance ritual observance it seems that there can be no single definitive christian

method of teaching how then should christian teaching happen especially in this time of significant change to theological education as an

institution mark jordan addresses this question by first allowing various depictions and instances of christian teaching from literature to

speak for themselves before meditating on what these illustrative examples might mean for christian pedagogy each textual scene he

shares is juxtaposed with a contrasting scene to capture the pluralistic possibilities in the art of teaching a faith that is so often rooted in

paradox he exemplifies forms of teaching that operate beyond the boundaries of scholarly books and discursive lectures to disrupt the

normative western academic approach of treating theology as a body of knowledge to be transmitted merely through language transforming

fire consults writers ranging from gregory of nyssa to c s lewis and from john bunyan to octavia butler cutting across historical distance and

boundaries of identity rather than offering solutions or systems jordan seeks in these texts new shelters for theological education where

powerful teaching can happen and even as traditional institutions shrink or vanish the hearts of students can catch fire once again
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A Religious Encyclopaedia Or Dictionary of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and Practical Theology 1883 what does theology do actually

observing theology and the transcultural is to be the first in a series of 5 books each presented under the same question what does

theology do actually with vols 2 5 focusing on one of the theological subdisciplines this first volume proceeds from the observation of a

need for a highly inflected trans cultural and not simply inter cultural set of perspectives in theological work and training the revolution

brought about across the humanities disciplines through globalization and the recognition of multiple modernities has introduced a diversity

of overlapping cultural content and multiple cultural and religious belongings not only into academic work in the humanities and social

sciences but into the christian churches as well

A Religious Encyclopaedia Or Dictionary of Biblical, Historical, Doctrinal, and Practical Theology 1882 divine freedom and the doctrine of the

immanent trinity is widely acclaimed by scholars in the field of christian systematic theology molnar s quest to place the doctrine of the

immanent trinity on the agenda of the christian doctrine of god has proven to be a signal contribution to the debate in contemporary

christian theology the material in this second edition has been thoroughly updated it contains a new preface and a new introduction as well

as a revised bibliography the book includes a brand new chapter titled divine freedom revisited which addresses those questions that have

arisen in connection with molnar s original presentation of the divine freedom molnar re visits here his discussion of the logos asarkos the

theologies of karl rahner and wolfhart pannenberg he sheds new light on rahner s and torrance s discussions of the resurrection and

incorporates modern discussions by contemporary theologians to offer new insights into eberhard jüngel s thinking

Old Testament Theology 1992 is there a central plot to the bible and if so why is the bible divided into two different testaments moreover

how do these two testaments relate to each other no doubt it can be overwhelming to traverse the various covenants of the bible and it can

be difficult to understand the unity and diversity of the old and new testaments the kingdom of god a baptist expression of biblical covenant

theology explains why the maze of the old and new testaments cannot be properly navigated or understood without a knowledge of the dual
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law and gospel nature of the abrahamic covenant for the law of the old covenant and the grace of the new covenant flow out of the

abrahamic covenant and are wonderfully reunited in the gospel of jesus christ in other words out of the earlier dichotomy comes the later

unity of the gospel message grab your kindle edition copy of the kingdom of god today listen to what others have said about the kingdom of

god giving serious attention to johnson s tenacious engagement with the biblical theme of the kingdom of god will expand one s personal

knowledge of scripture extend one s confidence in the wisdom and certainty of divine providence and exact transparent and pure praise to

god for his invincible grace tom nettles professor of historical theology southern baptist theological seminary the deeper treatment that

johnson gives to the abrahamic covenant in this work is one of the clearest statements i have read after you finish reading it you will have a

clearer view of the big picture of the kingdom of god pascal denault author of the distinctiveness of baptist covenant theology i recommend

the reading of the kingdom of god as a welcomed addition to baptist covenantal theology i think you will be blessed to read his presentation

of the lord jesus christ as fulfilling the covenant of works for us that god s grace may justly fall upon sinners fred malone author of the

baptism of disciples alone available in hardcover paperback and kindle ebook get the kingdom of god right now

Truth Aflame 2010-02-23 american theological inquiry ati reaches thousands of christian scholars clergy and other interested parties

primarily in the u s and u k the journal was formed in 2007 by gannon murphy phd theology univ wales lampeter presbyterian reformed and

stephen patrick phd philosophy univ illinois eastern orthodox to open up space for christian scholars who affirm the ecumenical creeds to

contribute research throughout the broader christian scholarly community in america and the west the purpose of ati is to provide an inter

tradition forum for scholars who affirm the historic ecumenical creeds of christendom to constructively communicate contemporary

theologies developments ideas commentaries and insights pertaining to theology culture and history toward reforming and elevating western

christianity ati seeks a critical function as much or more so as a quasi ecumenical one the purpose is not to erase or weaken the

distinctives of the various ecclesial traditions but to widen the dialogue and increase inter tradition understanding while mutually affirming
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christ s power to transform culture and the importance of strengthening western christianity with special reference to her historic creedal

roots theologians would be theologians and the theologically attentive will want to check out american theological inquiry richard john

neuhaus 1936 2009 first things

Transforming Fire 2021-01-28 how did the christian church originate what journeys has it taken over two millennia and how did it come to

exist in its present myriad forms the answers to these questions form a tapestry of history that reaches from first century palestine to the

ends of the earth this volume tells this rich story from an ecumenical perspective drawing on both eastern and western historic sources in

exploring the rise of eastern orthodoxy the church across asia africa and the americas and the reformations of the western church including

the diversity of contemporary voices the work benefits from many pedagogical features boxed text sections identifying central figures and

points of debate study questions for each chapter chapter summaries maps charts index supplemented by over 400 illustrations this book

embraces the universality of historic and current christianity creating a single and comprehensive volume for students of church history and

systematic theology

What Does Theology Do, Actually? 2022-07-26 this volume focuses on a central question what does a person need to know for developing

a theology in other words this book will not only answer objections lodged against the study of theology but will explain to students pastors

and laypersons alike what a theologian actually does it will also present different approaches to the study of theology and review the

present status of theological reflection in various protestant orthodox and roman catholic traditions in the first section of the book evangelical

protestant scholars describe the contributions various disciplines make to the study of theology in the next section evangelical protestant

scholars explain the distinctives of their approaches to doing theology in the third part theologians who do not identify with evangelical

protestant convictions seek to explain the distinctives of their approaches to doing theology in the final section dr kantzer provides a

summary analysis of how he does theology and interacts critically with a number of essays in this volume
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Divine Freedom and the Doctrine of the Immanent Trinity 2017-02-23 the first of a two volume analysis of theology in wales this volume

begins with the publication of bishop william morgan s bible in 1588 and concludes with the first phase of the evangelical revival in 1760 it

assesses the development of puritanism and of doctrine within the church of england dissenting theology including calvinism and

arminianism the doctrinal vision of griffith jones llanddowror and the way in which an evangelistically vibrant moderate calvinism contributed

to the rise of the methodist movement as well as evaluating thought and ideas it assesses the contribution of such vivid personalities as

morgan llwyd charles edwards james and jeremy owen daniel rowland and william williams pantycelyn

The Kingdom of God 2016-06-01 the anglican communion is the third largest christian denomination and claims a membership of some 80

million members in about 164 countries given that there are only around two hundred countries in the world this makes the churches of the

anglican communion the most geographically widespread denomination after roman catholicism the 44 essays in this volume embrace a

wide range of academic disciplines theological historical demography and geography and different aspects of culture and ethics they are

united in their discussion of what is effectively a new inter disciplinary subject which we have termed anglican studies at the core of this

volume is the phenomenon of anglicanism as this is expressed in different places and in a variety of ways across the world this handbook

covers a far broader set of topics from a wider range of perspectives than has been hitherto attempted in anglican studies at the same time

it doesn t impose a particular theological or historical agenda the contributions are drawn from across the spectrum of theological views and

opinions it shows that the unsettled nature of the polity is part of its own rich history and many will see this as a somewhat lustrous tradition

in its comprehensive coverage this volume is a valuable contribution to anglican studies and helps formulate a discipline that might perhaps

promote dialogue and discussion across the anglican world

American Theological Inquiry, Volume Five, Issue Two 2012-07-20 in this book gordon heath and james dvorak bring together three

traditions that are not often brought together under one roof orthodox catholic and protestant authors from a number of protestant traditions
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as well as one from orthodoxy and one from catholicism have contributed to a volume that provides a grander vision of the diversity of the

church as well as a deeper sense of the differences that divide and the similarities that unite this book provides a much needed and helpful

forum for a variety of christian positions to be presented and defended so that christians can at least operate out of understanding rather

than ignorance the authors also hope that such understanding will nudge people closer together as baptized followers of jesus christ the

gracious spirit of each contributor to this volume indicates that it is possible all contributors in this volume write about their own tradition and

a number write not just as academics but also as ordained leaders in their churches the insider s perspective that each author brings allows

passionate presentations of each perspective but also committed defenses of the same

A Global Church History 2019-09-05 a discussion of the historical development of the order of deacons its theological basis in the western

and eastern churches and the relevance and significance of the diaconate for the church in the twenty first century

Method in Ministry 1980 in his missionary journeys st paul spoke in a number of cities in the greek peninsula including athens renowned for

its philosophical heritage he addressed to them the message of the one unknown god acts 17 22ff among those present in the areopagus

the open city center of athens on that day was a certain denys dionysios who eventually became a disciple of paul centuries later a corpus

of writings appeared bearing the name of the denys the areopagite these texts were considered to be the writings of the first century

disciple of the apostle paul and thus achieved almost immediate prominence strongly influencing the lives of st maximus the confessor d

662 and st john damascene d 749 in the east and eriugena d 877 st bede d 735 st bernard d 1153 st thomas aquinas d 1272 nicholas of

cusa d 1464 st john of the cross d 1591 and many other great minds in the west later historical studies of denys texts especially during the

19th century showed conclusively that the writings are of a later date 5th century than had generally been thought hence the appending of

pseudo before the name of denys pseudo denys pseudo dionysius became common place the extraordinary brilliance of the texts

themselves however has been in no way dimmed the late holy father john paul ii in his monumental encyclical fides et ratio warns
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insistently against an approach to revelation that shuns metaphysics the texts of denys provide a majestic and profound metaphysical

perspective deeply formed by the divine liturgy and the sacred scriptures this mysterious author uses the great insights of plato and his later

disciples expressing the deepest profundities of the faith in stunningly beautiful writings in denys readers past present and future find a

penetrating contemplative vision into the mystery of the trinity and its creation this book is a focused exposition of denys theological

understanding with particular attention to the illuminating metaphysical depth of his insight care has been taken to prepare a text that is

readable for the serious laymen accompanied with footnotes to provide a more detailed background for the scholar

Doing Theology in Today's World 1994-07 in this excellent work on christology douglas webster demonstrates what can be done when one

takes evangelical theology from a purely defensive stance to a creative honest and forward looking criticism of modern theologies his

biblical seriousness and his pastoral concern make the book readable stimulating and edifying

Theologia Cambrensis 2018-04-15 the possibility of a nuclear holocaust has brought humankind into a radically new unprecedented and

unanticipated religious situation gordon d kaufman offers a cogent and original analysis of this predicament outlining specific proposals for

reconceiving the central concerns and symbols of christian faith he begins with an account of a visit to peace park in the rebuilt city of

hiroshima reflecting upon this experience kaufman foresees that further use of nuclear weapons will result not in rebuilding but in

annihilation of the human enterprise

The Oxford Handbook of Anglican Studies 2015-10-22

Baptism 2011-01-10

The Diaconate in Ecumenical Perspective 2019-08-01

Divine Light 2008-01-01

A Passion for Christ 2001
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Theology for a Nuclear Age 1985-01-01
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